2000 yamaha blaster wiring diagram

Quick Links. This ATV should not be ridden by anyone under 16 years of age. Troubleshooting
Headlight beam adjustment Troubleshooting chart It contains important safety information. LIT
5KJ It represents the result of many years of Yamaha experience in the production of fine
sporting, touring, and pacesetting racing machines. With the purchase of this Yamaha, you can
now appreciate the high degree of craftsmanship and reliability that have made Yamaha a leader
in these fields. Failure to follow WARNING instructions could result in severe injury or death to
the machine operator, a bystander or a person inspecting or repairing the machine. Page 4
Please check your local riding laws and regulations before operating this machine. Page 6 Seat
Page 7 Crossing through shallow water.. Page 10 Never remove any labels from your ATV. If a
label Passengers can cause becomes difficult to read or comes off, a replace- a loss of control,
ment label is available from your Yamaha dealer. Mishandling can cause explosion. An ATV
handles differently from other vehicles including motorcycles and cars. A collision or rollover
can occur quickly, even during routine maneuvers such as turning and riding on hills or over
obstacles, if you fail to take proper pre- cautions. Page 13 8 Always avoid operating an ATV on
any paved surfaces, including sidewalks, driveways, parking lots and streets. You should also
wear eye protection goggles or face shield , gloves, boots, long-sleeved shirt or jacket, and long
pants. Page 14 8 Never operate on excessively rough, slippery or loose terrain until you have
learned and practiced the skills necessary to control the ATV on such terrain. Always be
especially cautious on these kinds of terrain. Practice turning at low speeds before attempting
to turn at faster speeds. Page 15 8 Always use proper procedures if you stall or roll backwards
when climbing a hill. To avoid stalling, use proper gear and maintain a steady speed when
climbing a hill. If you stall or roll backwards, fol- low the special procedure for braking
described in this manual. Dismount on the uphill side or to a side if pointed straight uphill. Page
16 8 Never exceed the stated load capacity for an ATV. Cargo should be properly distributed
and securely attached. Reduce speed and follow instructions in this manual for carrying cargo
or pulling a trailer. Allow greater distance for braking. Improper handling of gasoline. Spark
arrester Rear shock absorber 2. Seat Rear wheel 3. Fuel tank cap Shift pedal 4. Headlight Clutch
lever 5. Brake pedal Main switch 6. Kick starter Page Identification Number Records This tion in
the spaces provided for assistance when number can be used for ordering a new key. Page
Vehicle Identification Number The model label is affixed to the frame. Record into the frame.
This information will be needed to order spare parts from your Yamaha dealer. Vehicle
identification number 1. The light circuit can be checked by the following procedure. Wait a few
seconds. The oil level warning light The oil level warning goes off. Ask a Yamaha dealer to
Engine oil level and Supply engine oil. Page Throttle Lever Check the operation of the throttle
lever before you start the engine. If it does not work smoothly, check for the cause. Correct the
problem before riding the ATV. Page Throttle Override System Riding with a malfunction
increases the chance for an accident and injury. You should have the ATV inspect- ed by a
Yamaha dealer. Screwing in the adjuster limits and throttle. The front brake lever is located on
the right han- Pull the clutch lever to the handlebar to disen- dlebar. Pull it toward the handlebar
to apply the gage the clutch, and release the lever to engage front brake. Push down on the
pedal to apply the engine or park the machine, especially on a the rear brake. This could cause
loss of control or a collision. The brake disc could overheat if you ride the ATV without
releasing the parking brake. The shift pedal is located Push the starter down lightly with your
foot until on the left side of the engine and is used in com- the gears engage, then kick
smoothly and force- bination with the clutch when shifting. Always turn the lever to this position
clockwise. With the lever in this position, fuel flows to the carburetor. A separate starter circuit
supplies this upward and pull up the seat at the rear. Page 34 To install the seat, insert the
projections on the front of the seat into the seat holders and push down on the seat at the rear.
NOTE: Make sure that the seat is securely fitted. Page Rear Shock Absorber Adjustment EBU
Rear shock absorber adjustment Never attempt to turn the adjuster beyond The spring preload
can be adjusted to suit the the maximum or minimum setting. Adjust the spring preload as
follows: 3. The length of the spring changes 1 mm 1. Page 37 2. Do not subject the shock
absorber to an open flame or other high heat. Do not deform or damage the cylinder in any way.
Do not dispose of a damaged or worn out shock absorber yourself. Take the unit to a Yamaha
dealer. Page 38 EBU Indicates a potential hazard that could result in serious injury or death.
Brake operation operating condition. Page Fuel Always check the brakes at the start of every
ride. Do not ride the ATV if you find Your Yamaha engine has been designed to use any problem
with the brakes. If a problem premium unleaded gasoline with a pump octane Fuel expands
when it heats up. If the fuel tank is overfilled, fuel could spill out due to heat from the engine or
the sun. Be sure to push the cap into the filler neck until it Add oil as necessary. See page
Recommended oil: EBU Yamalube 2-cycle oil or Transmission oil 2-stroke engine oil Make sure
the transmission oil is at the specified Page Chain Take the machine anti-friction modifiers. The

tires listed below have been conditions. The following are minimums: for this model. Other tire
combinations Front 27 kPa 0. Use no more than the following pres- Set tire pressures to the
following specifications: sures when seating the tire beads. Front kPa 2. Shift the transmission
into neutral. Page 49 1: Cold engine start- Position 6. The starter choke should the engine
before starting off. Never accelerate not be used. Do not coast for long periods with the The
transmission allows you to control the engine off, and do not tow the machine a amount of
power you have available at a given long distance. Open the throttle part way and gradually To
start out and accelerate: release the clutch lever. Release the throttle lever. Follow the same
procedure when shifting to the next higher gear. As you slow down, shift to a lower gear. There
is never a more important period in the 1. Button 2. Lock plate Bring the machine to a stop by
applying the Avoid parking on hills or other inclines. The ATV may handle differently control
over the quality or suitability of them. Page 58 EBU 8 Tie down cargo securely to the carriers.
Make Loading As originally equipped, this ATV is not designed sure cargo in the trailer cannot
move around. If you choose to A shifting load can cause an accident. Please also read all
caution experienced operators only. They should instructor. Page 64 Not recommended for
children under 16 years of age. Page 65 This machine is designed to carry operator only passengers prohibited. Operating this ATV after consuming alco- hol or drugs. Could cause you
to react more slowly. Operating this ATV with improper tires, or with improper or uneven tire
pressure. Page 69 Speed limiter For riders inexperienced with this model, this Indicates a
potential hazard that could result model is equipped with a speed limiter in the in serious injury
or death. The speed limiter limits the power and top speed of the machine. Turning the screw in
decreases top speed, and Do not operate at speeds too fast for your turning it out increases top
speed. Reduce your speed when adding addi- ing cargo improperly. Otherwise your feet may
contact the rear wheels. Removing hands from handlebars or feet from footboards during
operation. Page 72 Avoid wheelies and jumping. You may lose con- trol of the machine or
overturn. Page 73 Never modify this ATV through improper installation or use of accessories.
All parts and accessories added to this vehicle should be genuine Yamaha or equivalent
components designed for use on this ATV and should be installed and used accord- ing to
instructions. If you have questions, consult an authorized ATV dealer. Page 74 Exhaust system
The exhaust system on the machine is very hot during and following operation. To prevent
burns, avoid touching the exhaust system. Park the machine in a place where pedestrians or
children are not likely to touch it. Riding on paved surfaces can cause loss of con- trol. Paved
surfaces may seriously affect han- dling and control of the ATV, and may cause the vehicle to
go out of control. Page 76 Do not ride on any public road, street, or high- way. Riding on public
roads can result in collisions with other vehicles. Page 77 Know the terrain where you ride. Ride
cautiously in unfamiliar areas. Stay alert for holes, rocks, or roots in the terrain, and other
hidden haz- ards which may cause the machine to upset. You could be caution flag on the
machine. DO NOT use the injured. Page 80 Select a large, flat area off-road to become With the
engine idling, pull the clutch lever to familiar with your ATV. Make sure that this area disengage
the clutch and shift into 1st gear, and is free of obstacles and other riders. You should then
release the parking brake. Improper use of Opening the throttle abruptly or releasing the brakes
or shifting can cause the tires to lose the clutch lever to quickly. Page 83 Once you have learned
this technique you should be able to perform it at higher speeds or Lean towards Support your
in tighter curves. Improper riding procedures such as abrupt throt- tle changes, excessive
braking, incorrect body movements, or too much speed for the sharp- ness of the turn may
cause the ATV to tip. Be sure that you can maneu- for the ATV or for your abilities. If you are
dismounting while climbing a hill. Page 88 When fully stopped, apply rear brake as well, and
then lock parking brake. Dismount on uphill side or to a side if pointed straight uphill. Move
back on the seat and sit with Going down a hill improperly. Page 90 Be sure that you have
Improperly crossing hills or turning on learned the basic riding skills on flat ground hills. Page
92 Avoid hills with excessively slippery or loose surfaces. Shift your weight to the uphill side of
the ATV. Page 94 Test your brakes after leaving the water. Do not continue to ride your ATV
without verifying that After riding your ATV in water, be sure to you have regained proper
braking ability. Look out for obstacles which could cause damage to the ATV or could lead to an
Improperly operating over obstacles. Page 96 If room to do so by steering in the direction of the
unexpected and uncorrected, sliding could lead slide. Be sure to read each section on riding the
room. Page 8 If your ATV is traversing a sloping surface: Be sure to ride with your weight
positioned towards the uphill side of the ATV to maintain proper balance. If the ATV starts to tip,
steer down the hill if there are no obstacles in your way to regain balance. Transmission 9
Check condition. Spark plug 9 Replace if necessary. Air filter 9 Replace if necessary. Page
Outside nuts and bolts 9 Retighten. Frame 9 Inspect. Remove filler cap and drain bolt to drain 1.
Transmission oil measurement the oil. Place the machine on a level place. Install the drain bolt

and tighten to specifi- b. Warm up the engine for several minutes, cation. Page Recommended
oil: See page Oil quantity: Total amount: 0. Drain bolt tain anti-friction modifiers. Page Spark
Plug Inspection Check the oil level. Instead, take the machine to a Yamaha dealer. You should
periodically remove and inspect the spark plug because heat and deposits will cause the spark
plug to slowly break down and erode. If electrode erosion becomes excessive, you should
replace the spark plug with one of the proper type. If dust or water collects in this hose, empty
the hose and clean the air filter element and air filter case. Page 4. Wash the element gently but
thoroughly in solvent. Air filter case cover catch fire or explode. Page 6. Inspect the element. It
should be cleaned and lubricat- quality foam air filter oil to the element. Remove the tailpipe by
pulling it out of the Spark arrester cleaning muffler. Be sure the exhaust pipe and muffler are
cool 3. Tap the tailpipe lightly, then use a wire before cleaning the spark arrester. Could cause
burns. Could cause carbon monoxide poisoning, possibly leading to death. Could start a fire.
Page Carburetor Settings Jet needle clip position 2nd groove would be a fire hazard. Do not
attempt to perform these procedures Page 3. Disconnect the fuel hose and oil delivery hose.
Carburetor cap securing 2. Fuel hose 2. Oil delivery hose 6. Remove the carburetor cap.
Remove the securing plate. Loosen the joint screws of the carburetor and remove the
carburetor. Page 7. Remove the throttle cable from the throttle 8. Remove the float chamber.
Float chamber 9. Remove the float and needle valve. Carburetor cap 2. Throttle cable Change
the main jet and the jet needle clip 3. Do not loosen. Assembly 1. Reassemble the needle valve,
float and float chamber. Occasionally rev the engine to 4, 1. Loosen the locknut. Tighten the
locknut. Page Front Brake Shoe Inspection If the indicator reaches the wear limit line, ask a
Yamaha dealer replace the pads. Yamaha dealer to replace the shoes as a set. Wear indicator a.
Wear limit 1 mm 0. Make sure the cable joint in the equalizer is straight when the brake is
applied. If NOTE not, turn the adjusting nuts at the front Before adjusting the brake, inspect the
front wheel hubs until the cable joint becomes brake shoes. Page 8 Make sure the brakes do not
drag. Replacement of brake components requires professional knowledge. These procedures
should be performed by Yamaha dealer. Adjusting bolt 2. Locknut a. Operating with improperly
adjusted 1. Loosen the locknut of the parking brake brakes. Page Clutch Adjustment 0. If the
free play is incorrect, adjust and requires very sophisticated adjustment. Most adjusting should
be left to a Yamaha deal- er who has the professional knowledge and 1. Loosen the rear wheel
hub bolts. Inspect the drive chain while all tires are touch- ing the ground. Check the slack at
the position shown in the figure. Steam cleaning, high- pressure washes, and certain solvents
can dam- age these O-rings. Use only kerosene to clean the drive chain. If Lithium soap base
grease the cables do not operate smoothly, ask a Yamaha dealer to replace them. Use a grease
gun. Recommended lubricant: Lithium soap base grease Elevate the wheel by placing a suitable
stand under the frame. Remove the nuts from the wheel. Remove the wheel assembly. Tighten
the wheel nuts to the specified torque. Remove the bulb holder cover, turn the If the headlight
bulb burns out, replace the bulb bulb holder counterclockwise and remove as follows: the
defective bulb. Remove the screws holding the headlight unit assembly to the headlight body.
Install the headlight unit assembly. Adjust the headlight beam if necessary. Page Headlight
Beam Adjustment Although Yamaha machines receive a rigid inspection before shipment from
the factory, trouble may occur during operation. Any prob- It is advisable to have a Yamaha
dealer make lem in the fuel, compression, or ignition systems this adjustment. Page
Troubleshooting Chart 2. Compression Kick the kick lever to There is compresson Compression
normal see if there is compression No compression Ask a Yamaha dealer to inspect Wipe clean
with 3. Ignition dry cloth Remove plug and Spark good Ignition system normal Before bypassing
T. Page CLEANING seepage and deterioration of wheel bearings, Frequent, thorough cleaning
of your machine brakes, transmission seals and electrical will not only enhance its appearance
but will devices. Many expensive repair bills have improve its general performance and extend
the resulted from improper high pressure deter- useful life of many components. An Operation
with wet brakes after washing. Page Storage Use of fuel stabilizer and conditioner eliminates
parts or the seat cover. Make any necessary repairs before storing the machine. Generator
system C. The chart below is printed only as a reminder to you that the maintenance work is
required. It is not acceptable proof of maintenance work. Page EBU Page EBU Indicates a
potential hazard that could result in serious injury or death. Page 9 with a passenger passengers affect balance and steering and increase risk of losing control. Print page 1 Print
document pages. Cancel Delete. Sign In OR. Don't have an account? Sign up! Restore
password. Upload from disk. Upload from URL. Quick Links. It contains important safety
information. This ATV should not be ridden by anyone under 16 years of age. Troubleshooting
Troubleshooting Troubleshooting chart LIT 5VM It represents the result of many years of
Yamaha experience in the production of fine sporting, touring, and pacesetting racing
machines. With the purchase of this Yamaha, you can now appreciate the high degree of

craftsmanship and reliability that have made Yamaha a leader in these fields. Failure to follow
WARNING instructions could result in severe injury or death to the machine operator, a
bystander or a person inspecting or Page 5 Please check your local riding laws and regulations
before operating this machine. Page 7 Seat Page 8 Crossing through shallow water.. Page 11
Never remove any labels from your ATV. If a label Passengers can cause becomes difficult to
read or comes off, a replace- a loss of control, ment label is available from your Yamaha dealer.
Mishandling can cause explosion. An ATV handles differently from other vehicles including
motorcycles and cars. A collision or rollover can occur quickly, even during routine maneuvers
such as turning and riding on hills or over obstacles, if you fail to take proper pre- cautions.
Page 14 8 Always avoid operating an ATV on any paved surfaces, including sidewalks,
driveways, parking lots and streets. You should also wear eye protection goggles or face shield
, gloves, boots, long-sleeved shirt or jacket, and long pants. Page 15 8 Never operate on
excessively rough, slippery or loose terrain until you have learned and practiced the skills
necessary to control the ATV on such terrain. Always be especially cautious on these kinds of
terrain. Practice turning at low speeds before attempting to turn at faster speeds. Page 16 8
Always use proper procedures if you stall or roll backwards when climbing a hill. To avoid
stalling, use proper gear and maintain a steady speed when climbing a hill. If you stall or roll
backwards, fol- low the special procedure for braking described in this manual. Dismount on the
uphill side or to a side if pointed straight uphill. Page 17 8 Never exceed the stated load capacity
for an ATV. Cargo should be properly distributed and securely attached. Reduce speed and
follow instructions in this manual for carrying cargo or pulling a trailer. Allow greater distance
for braking. Improper handling of gasoline. Spark arrester Rear shock absorber 2. Seat Fuel
tank cap Rear wheel 4. Headlight Shift pedal 5. Brake pedal Clutch lever 6. Page Identification
Number Records This tion in the spaces provided for assistance when number can be used for
ordering a new key. Page Vehicle Identification Number The model label is affixed to the
location in the into the frame. Record the information on this label in the space provided. This
information will be needed to order spare parts from your Yamaha dealer. Vehicle identification
number NOTE: 1. The light circuit can be checked by the following procedure. Wait a few
seconds. The oil level warning light The oil level warning goes off. Ask a Yamaha dealer to
Engine oil level and Supply engine oil. Page Throttle Lever Check the operation of the throttle
lever before you start the engine. If it does not work smoothly, check for the cause. Correct the
problem before riding the ATV. Page Throttle Override System Riding with a malfunction
increases the chance for an accident and injury. You should have the ATV inspect- ed by a
Yamaha dealer. Turning in the adjusting screw and throttle. The brake lever is located on the
right handle- Pull the clutch lever to the handlebar to disen- bar. Pull it toward the handlebar to
apply the gage the clutch, and release the lever to engage front brake. Push down on the pedal
to apply the engine or park the machine, especially on a the rear brake. This could cause loss of
control or a collision. Button 2. The shift pedal is located Push the starter down lightly with your
foot until on the left side of the engine and is used in com- the gears engage, then kick
smoothly and force- bination with the clutch when shifting. Always turn the lever to this position
clockwise. With the lever in this position, fuel flows to the carburetor. A separate starter circuit
supplies this upward and pull up the seat at the rear. Move in direction a to turn on the starter
choke. Page 35 To install the seat, insert the projections on the front of the seat into the seat
holders and push down on the seat at the rear. NOTE: Make sure that the seat is securely fitted.
Adjust the spring preload as follows. Page Rear Shock Absorber Adjustment EBU Rear shock
absorber adjustment Never attempt to turn the adjusting nut The spring preload can be adjusted
to suit the beyond the maximum or minimum setting. The length of the spring changes 1 mm 1.
Page 38 8 Do not subject the shock absorber to an open flame or other high heat. Take the unit
to a Yamaha dealer. Page 39 EBU Indicates a potential hazard that could result in serious injury
or death. Brakes â€”, â€” 9 Fill with DOT4 brake fluid if necessary. Clutch 9 Check operation,
condition and free play. If there is free play, have a Yamaha ing. Failure to properly maintain the
ATV. Page 42 If a problem mance, inspect the brake pads for wear. See cannot be corrected by
the adjustment page â€” Page Fuel Total: 9 L 1. Reserve: 2. Fuel expands when it heats up. If the
fuel tank is overfilled, fuel could spill out due to heat from the engine or the sun. Be sure to
push the cap into the filler neck until it Add oil as necessary. See page Recommended oil: EBU
Yamalube 2-cycle oil or Transmission oil 2-stroke engine oil Make sure the transmission oil is at
the specified Page Chain 8 In order to prevent clutch slippage since and fasteners before a ride.
Take the machine the transmission oil also lubricates the to a Yamaha dealer or refer to the
Service clutch , do not mix any chemical additives. Manual for correct tightening torque. The
tires listed below have been conditions. The following are minimums: for this model. Other tire
combinations Front 27 kPa 0. Use no more than the following pres- Set tire pressures to the
following specifications: sures when seating the tire beads. Front kPa 3. Tire wear limit Page

Operation 3. Shift the transmission into neutral. Use the starter choke in reference to the Page
51 Position 1: Cold engine start- 6. The starter choke should the engine before starting off.
Never accelerate not be used. Open the throttle part way and gradually To start out and
accelerate: release the clutch lever. Release the throttle lever. Follow the same procedure when
shifting to the next higher gear. As you slow down, shift to a lower gear. There is never a more
important period in the 0â€”10 hours: life of your machine than the period between 8 Avoid
continuous operation above half zero and 20 hours. Locked position 1. Lock plate Bring the
machine to a stop by applying the Avoid parking on hills or other inclines. The ATV may handle
differently control over the quality or suitability of them. Make Loading As originally equipped,
this ATV is not designed sure cargo in the trailer cannot move around. If you choose to A
shifting load can cause an accident. Page 62 EBU Indicates a potential hazard that could result
in serious injury or death. Pay particular attention to the safety This ATV is intended for
recreational use by information on pages â€” Please also read experienced operators only. They
should instructor. Page 67 Not recommended for children under 16 years of age. Page 68 This
ATV is designed to carry operator only - passengers prohibited. Operating this ATV after
consuming alco- hol or drugs. Could cause you to react more slowly. Operating this ATV with
improper tires, or with improper or uneven tire pressure. Page 72 Speed limiter For riders
inexperienced with this model, this Indicates a potential hazard that could result model is
equipped with a speed limiter in the in serious injury or death. The speed limiter limits the
power and top speed of the ATV. Turning the adjusting screw in decreases the top speed, Do
not operate at speeds too fast for your and turning it out increases the top speed. Overloading
this ATV or carrying or tow- Reduce your speed when adding additional ing cargo improperly.
Otherwise your feet may contact the rear wheels. Removing hands from handlebars or feet from
footboards during operation. Page 75 Avoid wheelies and jumping. You may lose con- trol of the
ATV or overturn. Page 76 Never modify this ATV through improper installation or use of
accessories. All parts and accessories added to this vehicle should be genuine Yamaha or
equivalent components designed for use on this ATV and should be installed and used according to instructions. If you have questions, consult an authorized ATV dealer. To prevent burns,
grass or other dry ground cover. Riding on paved surfaces can cause loss of con- trol. Paved
surfaces may seriously affect han- dling and control of the ATV, and may cause the vehicle to
go out of control. Page 79 Do not ride on any public road, street, or high- way. Riding on public
roads can result in collisions with other vehicles. Page 80 Know the terrain where you ride. Ride
cautiously in unfamiliar areas. Stay alert for holes, rocks, or roots in the terrain, and other
hidden haz- ards which may cause the ATV to upset. You could be caution flag on the ATV. DO
NOT use the flag injured. Page 83 Select a large, flat area off-road to become With the engine
idling, pull the clutch lever to familiar with your ATV. Make sure that this area disengage the
clutch and shift into 1st gear, and is free of obstacles and other riders. You should then release
the parking brake. Improper use of Opening the throttle abruptly or releasing the brakes or
shifting can cause the tires to lose the clutch lever to quickly. Practice turning at low speeds
speed. Page 86 Once you have learned this technique you should be able to perform it at higher
speeds or Lean towards Support your in tighter curves. Improper riding procedures such as
abrupt throt- tle changes, excessive braking, incorrect body movements, or too much speed for
the sharp- ness of the turn may cause the ATV to tip. Be sure that you can maneu- for the ATV
or for your abilities. Could cause loss of control or cause the ATV to overturn. If you are
dismounting while climbing a hill. Page 91 When fully stopped, apply the rear brake as well, and
then lock the parking brake. Dismount on uphill side or to a side if pointed straight uphill. Move
back on the seat and sit with Going down a hill improperly. Page 93 Be sure that you have
Improperly crossing hills or turning on learned the basic riding skills on flat ground hills. Page
95 Avoid hills with excessively slippery or loose surfaces. Shift your weight to the uphill side of
the ATV. Page 97 Test your brakes after leaving the water. Do not continue to ride your ATV
without verifying that After riding your ATV in water, be sure to you have regained proper
braking ability. Look out for obstacles which could cause damage to the ATV or could lead to an
Improperly operating over obstacles. Page 99 If room to do so by steering in the direction of the
unexpected and uncorrected, sliding could lead slide. Be sure to read each section on riding the
room. Page 8 If your ATV is traversing a sloping surface: Be sure to ride with your weight
positioned towards the uphill side of the ATV to maintain proper balance. If the ATV starts to tip,
steer down the hill if there are no obstacles in your way to regain balance. All parts torque
settings and adjust them as necessary. Transmission 9 Check condition. Spark plug 9 Replace
if necessary. Every 20â€”40 hours. Air filter element 9 Replace if necessary. Page 9 Check
routing and connection. Frame 9 Inspect. Normally check the brake fluid level and add fluid as
required. Place the machine on a level surface. Warm up the engine for several minutes, and
stop it. Check the oil level through the level win- dow located at the right side crankcase cover.

Page 4. Remove the oil filler cap and the drain bolt 5. Install the drain bolt and tighten it to the to
drain the oil. Tightening torque Drain bolt: 20 Nm 2. Fill the engine with the recommended oil,
and then install the oil filler cap. Remove the spark plug cap. You should periodically remove
and inspect the spark plug because heat and deposits will cause the spark plug to slowly break
down and erode. If electrode erosion becomes excessive, or if carbon and other deposits are
excessive, you should replace the spark plug with the specified plug. Measure the electrode gap
with a wire NOTE thickness gauge and, if necessary, adjust There is a check hose at the bottom
of the air fil- the gap to specification. If dust or water collects in this hose, empty the hose and
clean the sponge material Spark plug gap: and air filter case. Wash the sponge material gently
but thor- oughly in solvent. Page 7. Apply Yamaha foam air filter oil or other NOTE: quality foam
air filter oil to the sponge The air filter element should be cleaned every material. If foam air filter
oil is not avail- 20â€”40 hours. It should be cleaned and lubricat- able, engine oil may be used.
Remove the tailpipe by pulling it out of the Spark arrester cleaning muffler. Be sure the exhaust
pipe and muffler are cool 3. Tap the tailpipe lightly, and then use a wire before cleaning the
spark arrester. Hot exhaust system. Could cause burns. Could cause carbon monoxide
poisoning, possibly leading to death. Could start a fire. Page Carburetor Settings Jet needle clip
position 2nd groove would be a fire hazard. Do not attempt to perform these procedures Page 3.
Disconnect the fuel hose and the oil hose. Securing plate 3. Screw 4. Mixing chamber cap 1.
Fuel hose 2. Oil hose 4. Loosen the clamp screws on each side of the carburetor, and then
remove the carbu- retor. Disconnect the throttle cable from the throttle valve by removing the
holder screws and holder. Remove the float chamber by removing the screws. Mixing chamber
cap 2. Throttle valve 3. Holder 4. Throttle cable 1. Page Assembling The Carburetor 4. Connect
the throttle cable onto the throttle valve by installing the holder and the screws. Float 2. Pin 3.
Needle valve 4. Float arm 5. Page 5. Install the mixing chamber cap and tighten 7. Install the
carburetor and tighten the clamp screws. Install the securing plate by installing the 8. Connect
the fuel hose and the oil hose. Tighten the carburetor float bowl drain screw. Occasionally rev
the engine to 4, 1. Adjust the engine idling speed before adjusting Before riding, check that the
brake fluid is above the throttle lever free play. Page 8 Brake fluid may deteriorate painted
surfaces or plastic parts. Always clean up spilled fluid 1. Minimum level mark immediately.
LOWER 1. Minimum level mark Page Brake Fluid Replacement Yamaha service personnel. Have
a brake pad thickness is less than 1 mm 0. Page Rear Brake Pad Inspection This indicator
allows checking of brake pad wear without disassembling the brake. Apply the brake and
inspect the wear indicator. If the brake pads are worn to the wear limit, have a Yamaha dealer
replace the pads. Wear indicator If not, have a Operating with improperly serviced or Yamaha
dealer adjust it. If not, have a Yamaha dealer adjust it. Page Parking Brake Adjustment EBU
Parking brake adjustment Parking brake adjustment may be required if the parking brake does
not hold properly. Locknut 2. Adjusting bolt 2. Loosen the locknut and the adjusting bolt at the
rear brake caliper. Tighten the locknut at the clutch lever. Tighten the lock- nut to the specified
torque. This could increase the chance of a collision or acci- dent. Rear brake light switch 2.
Page Clutch Adjustment 0. If the free play is incorrect, adjust and requires very sophisticated
adjustment. Most adjusting should be left to a Yamaha deal- er who has the professional
knowledge and 1. Loosen the locknut. Loosen the rear wheel hub bolts. Page Lubricating The
Drive Chain EBU Lubricating the drive chain The drive chain must be cleaned and lubricated at
the intervals specified in the periodic mainte- nance and lubrication chart, otherwise it will
quickly wear out, especially when riding in dusty or wet areas. Service the drive chain as
follows. The drive chain must be lubricated after 1. Page Do not use engine oil or any other
lubricants for the drive chain, as they may contain sub- stances that could damage the O-rings.
O-rings To prevent damaging the O-rings, do not clean the drive chain with steam cleaners,
high-pressure washers or inappropriate sol- vents. Front upper and lower arm pivot lubrication
Recommended lubricant: Lubricate the upper and lower arm pivots. Recommended lubricant:
Lithium-soap-based grease all purpose grease 1. Grease nipple 1. Loosen the wheel nuts.
Elevate the ATV and place a suitable stand under the frame. Remove the nuts from the wheel.
Remove the wheel. Front EBU Wheel installation 1. Install the wheel and the nuts. Remove the
front panel by removing the screws. Headlight beam adjusting screw 2. Washer 3. Spring 4. Nut
3. Disconnect the main switch leads. Page 1. Headlight unit assembly 2. Headlight bulb holder
cover 2. Headlight bulb holder 4. Remove the headlight unit assembly from the headlight body
by removing the screws. Remove the headlight bulb holder cover. Turn the headlight bulb
holder counter- clockwise, and then remove the defective bulb. Page 8. Install the headlight bulb
holder cover. Install the headlight beam adjusting screw, the washer, the spring and the nut.
Make sure the headlight bulb holder cover is securely fitted over the bulb holder and seat- ed
properly. Install the headlight unit assembly by installing the screws. Remove the bulb holder
together with the bulb by turning it counterclockwise. It is advisable to have a Yamaha dealer

make this adjustment. To raise the beam, turn the adjusting screw in direction a. Page
Troubleshooting The troubleshooting chart describes a quick, easy procedure for making
checks. If your machine requires any repair, take it to a Yamaha dealer. The skilled technicians
at a Yamaha dealership have the tools, experience, and know-how to properly service your
machine. Page Troubleshooting Chart 2. Compression Kick the kick lever to There is
compresson Compression normal see if there is compression No compression Ask a Yamaha
dealer to inspect Wipe clean with 3. Ignition dry cloth Remove plug and Spark good Ignition
system normal Before bypassing T. CLEANING seepage and deterioration of wheel bearings,
Frequent, thorough cleaning of your machine brakes, transmission seals and electrical will not
only enhance its appearance but will devices. Many expensive repair bills have improve its
general performance and extend the resulted from improper high pressure deter- useful life of
many components. An Operation with wet brakes after washing. Page Storage Use of fuel
stabilizer and conditioner eliminates parts or the seat cover. Make any necessary repairs before
storing the machine. Generator system C. The chart below is printed only as a reminder to you
that the maintenance work is required. It is not acceptable proof of maintenance work. Page
EBU Page Page EBU Indicates a potential hazard that could result in serious injury or death.
Page 9 with a passenger - passengers affect balance and steering and increase risk of losing
control. Print page 1 Print document pages. Cancel Delete. Sign In OR. Don't have an account?
Sign up! Restore password. Upload from disk. Upload from URL. It shows the components of
the circuit as simplified shapes, and the knack and signal connections between the devices. A
wiring diagram usually gives guidance just about the relative slope and bargain of devices and
terminals on the devices, to urge on in building or servicing the device. A pictorial diagram
would enactment more detail of the mammal appearance, whereas a wiring diagram uses a
more symbolic notation to stress interconnections more than mammal appearance. A wiring
diagram is often used to troubleshoot problems and to make clear that every the associates
have been made and that everything is present. Architectural wiring diagrams operate the
approximate locations and interconnections of receptacles, lighting, and steadfast electrical
facilities in a building. Interconnecting wire routes may be shown approximately, where
particular receptacles or fixtures must be on a common circuit. Wiring diagrams use
satisfactory symbols for wiring devices, usually substitute from those used on schematic
diagrams. The electrical symbols not abandoned take effect where something is to be installed,
but as well as what type of device is brute installed. For example, a surface ceiling light is
shown by one symbol, a recessed ceiling well-ventilated has a swing symbol, and a surface
fluorescent light has another symbol. Each type of switch has a oscillate parable and
consequently accomplish the various outlets. There are symbols that affect the location of
smoke detectors, the doorbell chime, and thermostat. A set of wiring diagrams may be required
by the electrical inspection authority to espouse relationship of the address to the public
electrical supply system. Wiring diagrams will next attach panel schedules for circuit breaker
panelboards, and riser diagrams for special facilities such as fire alarm or closed circuit
television or other special services. Necessary cookies are absolutely essential for the website
to function properly. This category only includes cookies that ensures basic functionalities and
security features of the website. These cookies do not store any personal information. Any
cookies that may not be particularly necessary for the website to function and is used
specifically to collect user personal data via analytics, ads, other embedded contents are
termed as non-necessary cookies. It is mandatory to procure user consent prior to running
these cookies on your website. Kbwc 15 Wiring Diagram Wiring Diagram views. Sa Wiring
Diagram Wiring Diagram 63 views. This website uses cookies to improve your experience. We'll
assume you're ok with this, but you can opt-out if you wish. Accept Reject Read More. Close
Privacy Overview This website uses cookies to improve your experience while you navigate
through the website. Out of these, the cookies that are categorized as necessary are stored on
your browser as they are essential for the working of basic functionalities of the website. We
also use third-party cookies that help us analyze and understand how you use this website.
These cookies will be stored in your browser only with your consent. You also have the option
to opt-out of these cookies. But opting out of some of these cookies may affect your browsing
experience. Necessary Necessary. Non-necessary Non-necessary. A complete blaster stator.
This cyclepedia manual provides repair information for yamaha blaster yfs atvs. Yamaha blaster
stator wiring diagram. Technical stator specs. I strive to provide excellent products at an
affordable price. Learn how to test your yamaha warrior stator. Yamaha blaster stator assembly
part rsmy1 price Pickup coil wiring instructions. All listings current page auction buy it now.
Bear tracker big bear 87 06 grizzly 98 05 raptor timberwolf warrior 87 05 wolverine 95 06 yz 92
Skip to main content. Yfz banshee blaster. Cr 84 85 cr 84 Find great deals on ebay for yamaha
blaster stator and yamaha blaster stator. This part will fit yamaha blasters. Honda installation

instructions. Find great deals on ebay for yamaha blaster stator. This new addition to our stator
family has many trick features to offer at incredible savings as well. This service manual
features detailed full color photographs and wiring diagrams complete specifications with step
by step procedures performed and written by a seasoned yamaha atv dealer trained technician.
Test the pick up coil the pulsar coil. Yamaha blaster stator wiring diagram encouraged in order
to my personal blog in this occasion i will teach you regarding yamaha blaster stator wiring
diagram. The obvious thing is the low price as always combined with our 1 year warranty. Now
this is the primary impression yamaha blaster stator wiring diagram. My wr street conversion at
wiring diagram. Wiring Diagram For 3 Way Switch. Led Tube Light Wiring Diagram. Skip to
content. Used oem stator and magneto removed from a perfectly running low hour yamaha
blaster. Ricky Stator Technical. Share this: Facebook Tweet WhatsApp. Not just will it assist you
to accomplish your desired results more quickly, but in addition make the entire method simpler
for everyone. This e-book can demonstrate to become the ideal tool for all those who want to
create a well-organized and well-planned operating environment. Wiring Diagram arrives with
several easy to adhere to Wiring Diagram Instructions. These instructions will be easy to grasp
and implement. Using this guidebook, you may be able to see how every component should be
linked and also the precise actions you need to get to be able to effectively total a specific task.
Wiring Diagram consists of several comprehensive illustrations that present the link of assorted
items. It includes guidelines and diagrams for different kinds of wiring techniques as well as
other products like lights, windows, and so forth. Each and every one of such tips are illustrated
with sensible illustrations. Wiring Diagram not just offers in depth illustrations of everything
you can do, but in addition the procedures you need to adhere to although performing so. Not
just is it possible to find different diagrams, however, you may also get step-by-step guidelines
to get a specific project or matter that you would like to know more details on. Furthermore,
Wiring Diagram gives you time body in which the tasks are to be finished. Wiring diagram also
gives beneficial recommendations for projects that may require some additional gear. This
guide even consists of recommendations for added materials that you might require in order to
end your tasks. Wiring Diagram includes each examples and step-by-step directions that might
enable you to actually build your undertaking. This really is beneficial for each the folks and for
professionals that are seeking to find out more on how to established up a operating a
2012 mazda 6
1948 cadillac wiring diagram
86 honda accord
tmosphere. Wiring Diagrams are designed to be easy to understand and easy to construct. You
can discover this guide easy to use and in addition extremely cost-effective. You are able to
often depend on Wiring Diagram as an essential reference that may help you save money and
time. With all the help of this e-book, you are able to very easily do your own personal wiring
assignments. No matter what you need it for, you can always discover a list of various supplies
that you will want to accomplish a task. Furthermore, this e-book provides sensible suggestions
for several various assignments which you will probably be capable to complete. With this kind
of an illustrative guidebook, you will be able to troubleshoot, avoid, and full your tasks with
ease. Not merelyâ€¦. With this kind of an illustrative guide, you are going to have the ability to
troubleshoot, avoid, and complete your assignments with ease. Gallery of Yamaha Blaster
Wiring Diagram. Electric Furnace Sequencer Wiring Diagram.

